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Finish Stainless Steel AISI316

Supplier

Mr. Eric Wong/ Mr. Don Yuen

Extreme CS E AISI316

EXTREME CS E AISI316 Ref # 237800-316

Touch-free wall-mounted electronic faucet. For cold or premixed water. Activated by concealed sensor

built into the spout. Stainless Steel body, other finishes available. Includes a low battery indicator. The

Adjustable settings by remote control: sensor range, security time, delay in, delay out, on-off and resert

to factory settings.

Application:

Wall-mounted faucet. Combines a minimalistic design with vandal resistant features. Helps washrooms

stay clean and saves water. Ease installation. Long lasting even in the harshest installation sites. Ideal

for shopping malls, sport facilities and entertainment centers.

Use:

With Proximity sensor: The faucet will automatically activate when users place their hands in the

sensor range and will stop once the users remove their hands.

With Wave on-off sensor: The faucet will activate for an 8-second flow time when users place their

hands in close proximity to the sensor. Removing the hands stops the faucet operation. Flow time is

adjustable on site.

E-mail

195 mm Long

Stern (Israel) "Extreme CS AISI316"

Stainless steel AISI316 wall-mounted sensor

faucet in AC Supply with 5m wire AC 110-

240 Vac 50/60Hz to 9V 0.3A IP68

waterproof switching transformers

Model

Dimensions

Website www.acmesanitary.com.hk

Contact Tel/Fax (852) 2388-7171 / (852) 2710-8012

acme@acmesanitary.com.hk

Code Number 237800-316

Acme Sanitary Ware Co. Ltd

SANITARY WARE SPECIFICATION SHEET
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SPARE PARTS LIST
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Note: In order to locate the relevant spare part, please check the corresponding parts and part mumber in the drawing. Minimum order

quantity will be required.



 



 



 


